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Abstract 
Servatius, H., An Artin relation of length n in the braid group, Discrete Mathematics 104 
(1992) 185-189. 
In Coxeter (1984) the existence of some Artin type relations in unitary reflection groups was 
examined which do not appear explicitly among the standard defining relations. This paper 
examines a particularly nice occurrence in the braid groups, and comprises a solution to 
Problem 100, posed in Coxeter (1989). 
Let A +% B denote the relation ABABA . . . = BABAB . - . with 4 letters on 
each side of the equals sign. Thus, A +!+ B means A = B, and A +% B means 
(AB)’ = (BA)‘. In this notation, the braid group on n + 1 strings, 93(n + l), with 
generators RI, R2, . . . , R,, has the presentation 
R,-,+I and R,AR,, (Y > p + 1). 
SetP=R,R,R,***andQ=R2R4R6.... We show that P and Q satisfy P -Q. 
Let p denote the reversing automorphism of 93(n + 1) defined by p(R,) = 
R,+I_i. Also if g is an element of a group, let ag denote the inner automorphism 
corresponding to g, i.e., (u,(x) = g-‘xg. Define Ci = R,, C, = R,:‘Rj_lRj for 
2<jcn, and Cn+l=R,. 
Notice that the relation R,_, A Rj implies not only Rj_lRjRi_I = RiRj_,Rj but also 
Rj_lRjR,~‘l= R,‘Rj_lRj. 
Lemma 1. The subgroup generated by RI, . . . , Rj (for j s n) is equally well 
generated by C1, . . . , Ci. 
Proof. This is trivial for j = 1. If j > 1, then we have 
Ri_-IRjR,:‘l = R,:‘Rj_IRj, 
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for n odd, 
and 
QQ ,=P aP 
Cl - G - G -...- c, - Cn,l 
(YP I for n even. aQ 
P(G+1 I- cuQ P(G) y-PGI)--.- P(G) ap - P(G) 
Fig. 1. 
whence Ri = RJ?ICiRi_I, and it follows by induction the RI 
OfC,,...,Cj. 0 
Lemma 2. The diagrams in Fig. 1 describe the orbit of 
alternately. 
is expressible in terms 
C1 under ap and dye 
Proof. We need only check the top and right sides of the diagrams, as the other 
two sides will then follow from the relations pcu, = cu,p, for n even, and 
pcu, = cu,p, and pcuQ = cusp, for n odd. 
C,Q = R,R2R,R,. . . = R,R, . . . R,R2 = R2R4R6. . . R;lR,R2 = QC,, 
and for i 2 1 we have 
Gjt,Q = (R2jR2j+lR2j1)(R2R4 * * * R,R,+, * * 0) 
= R2R4. * * R2j-2RyRy+lR2j+2 . . . 
= R2R4 - . . R,R,+, . - * RGY2R2j+lR2j+2 
= QGi+;! 
and 
C,P = (R2j+lR2jR2jkl)(RlR3 * * * R2j-lR2j+l. . -1 
=R,R,.. . R,_,R,_,R,R,+, . . * 
= RIR,. . . R2j_lRzj+l . . . R,!+,R,R,+, 
= Qc2j+,. 
Also if n is even, C,+,Q = R,R2R4. . . R, = QR, = Qp(C,) and if n is odd, then 
C,,,,P = R,R,R3 * * . R, = PR, = Pp(C1). 0 
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We may now prove the following. 
Theorem 1. P-Q. 
Proof. Setting S = QPQP . . * with n + 1 factors, we see from Lemma 2 that for 
k z- 0, as(C2k+l) = p(C,,+,) and cu,(p(C,_,,)) = C,_,,. Thus the action of cys is 
to reverse the braids {C,, p(C,,), C3, P(C”-~), Cd,. . .}, which by Lemma 1 
generate 53(n + l), and so as = P. If n is even, then cus(P)=p(P)= Q, 
and so PS=SQ, S=QP..-PQ=PSQ-‘=PQ...QP and P-Q. If n is 
odd, then cus(P)=p(P)=P, so QP--.QP=SP=PS=PQ--0PQ and 
again P 4% Q. 0 
Corollary. S2 = A, the unique positive word generating the infinite cyclic center of 
$B(n + l), which represents a full twist of the straight braid by 360”. S itself is 
represented by a twist of 180”. 
Proof. a$ = cusz is the identity, so S2 is in the center of %(n + 1). It is the 
generator (R,R2 - * - R,)“+* since S* is a positive word of the correct length; see 
[2]. To see that S is indeed a 180” twist, assume that the endpoints of the strings 
are placed, instead of along a line, on the circumference of a circle, as in Fig. 2, 
and turn slowly. 0 
Fig. 2. The element S in B(6). 
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Given an edge weighted graph r, there is an associated Artin group presented 
by taking the vertices of r as generators, and relations vi fl; ~j if vertices 2ri and vj 
are joined by an edge of weight k; see [l]. The braid group is an example of an 
Artin group, and the Coxeter groups are obtained by requiring additionally that 
the square of every generator is 1. If all the weights in r are greater than 1, it is 
unknown if two non-isomorphic graphs can present isomorphic Artin groups. 
Consider the set of elements Pzj+i = RIR3 * - * R2j+l and Qzi = R2R4 * * * Rzi, 
2i + 1, 2j < n. These n elements form a generating set of LB(n + 1) and we have 
seen that between any pair there is an Artin type relation; 
pi+%Qj Q; _i+l_ Pj, for i <j. 
It is thus pertinent to ask if these generators and relations constitute a 
presentation of S(n + 1). The answer, however, is no, even in the smallest 
interesting case, that of the 4 string braid group generated by R,, R, and R3. To 
see this, let a = PI = RI, b = Q2 = RZ, c = P3 = RI R3, and let 59 denote the group 
with presentation 
(a, b, c 1 a&b, b&c, a&c). 
Define %* to be 92 with the additional relations a2 = 6’ = c2 = 1. It is easy to see 
that %* is a finite group of order 48, namely the complete symmetry group of the 
cube. Its Cayley graph is illustrated in Fig. 3. For a different drawing of the same 
graph, see [6, p. 761. 
However, if the group so presented were S(4), then %* would be the quotient 
of B(4) by the relations R: = R$ = Rg = 1, which yields the symmetric group on 4 
letters, having half as many elements as %*. 
b 
Fig. 3. The rhombitruncated cuboctahedron. 
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